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COMPUTER WAN WITH LOCALLY

TRANSPARENT USE OF RESOURCES

Wilfried Haas and Wolfgang Weber

Abstract. Local transparency means that the location of distributed com-

ponents in a computer network are hidden for the user of the net. All avail-

able components are resources or elements of the network-connected comput-

ers. The access to such distributed elements is realized in network operating

systems and distributed operating systems via the client/server organization

model. This model subdivides the network programs into instances which

initiate the executions (client program part of the network program) and into

service o�ering resp. executing partner instances (server program part of the

network program). The access to distant elements (elements of another com-

puter) is not realized directly and requires an ordering relation between local

client process and distant server process.

1. De�nition of Objects

An important aspect for the access to the elements distributed in the
network is their clear notation. Their identi�ers are within context of the
client/server ordering relation unequivocal. Regarding this fact it is not the
purpose of the development to o�er a global name space for the notation
of all possible elements. But of importance is the unequivocal identi�ca-
tion of the o�ered services and the localization of the corresponding server

processes allover the network. Such a system represents a service adminis-
tration instance, for the client/server model. Its administrated objects are
the functions declare as services which can be applied to the elements of a
computer. Such objects are best described and can be identi�ed by their
special functional attributes. Such a form of identi�cation is not a suitable
method for a system of a locally transparent use of distributed components
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Fig. 1. Centralized lookup service

of computer network. Instead of it usually globally unequivocal identi�ers -
representing the functional attributes - are used for the identi�cation.

2. System Functions

The main system function is the transformation of the identi�ers. The
transformation produces the addresses of available server processes. To pro-
vide this system function a relation between the identi�er marking the ser-
vice and the location of the respective server process must be produced and
stored for future demands. This process is named registration and initiated
by the start of the server program.

3. The Localization of Objects

From the above named steps two elementary questions for the system
design arise:
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Fig. 2. Centralized lookup service with replicated database

� Shall the relations needed for the transformation be stored in a central
or in a distributed relationship table?

� Shall from a logical point of view a centralized service execute the trans-
formation or all connected computers in the distributed system which
are anyhow responsible for the administration of their functional ob-
jects?

The usual classical methods for the localization of objects/base on the
fact that there are one or several computers in the network (socalled trans-
formation servers) which are o�ering this service. Prior to the addressing of
the server process of an identi�ed service (realizing the access to a distant
resource) the transformation servers are examined for suitable addresses. In
the case of a single transformation server we have the model of a central ob-
ject administration with one central relationship table (Fig. 1). To increase
the availability and reliability of the transformation service mostly several
transformation servers - each with a complete copy of the relationship table
- are connected for the network (Fig. 2).

A third variant of proved methods is the use of contextual 1 partitioning
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hierarchical structured identi�cation mechanisms which means that parts of
the relationship table are distributed to several transformation servers of the
network. Each transformation server informs only about the relations which
are stored in his part of the data bases (Fig. 3).

All these methods are centralized solutions independent from the ques-
tion if the relations are distributedly or centrally stored. Examples are the
global Location broker of the NCA (totally replicated association tables) and
the clearinghouse (contextual partitioning hierarchically structured identi-
�cation mechanism). The disadvantages of such solutions are either low
availability and reliability or high costs for the consistency maintenance of
replicated relations.

4. Characteristics of System Design

The here proposed system now does not need explicitly named instances
for the administration of the associations between unequivocal service iden-
ti�ers and the addresses of the executions locations. Each computer sharing
the system is responsible for the administration of the services. It o�ers
and has to prepare the functions of registration and transformation. This
functions are realized by a background process - the so called object man-
ager - available on each sharing computer system. So the disadvantages of
centralized procedures are avoided. The results are the following positive
properties of the distributed administration:

� High e�ciency if prior to the service access no communication with an
additional transformation server is necessary.

� No uncertainty regarding the availability of the service if the access
can be realized directly to the object administration of the addressed
computer.

� No problems in the maintenance of consistency because no distanced
transformation server must be informed about the object registration
or object deregistration.

For the distributed administration the computer network must o�er a
communication form which allows the distribution of an information to all

receivers. This communication procedure is named broadcasting call and is
not assisted by all data transfer devices. In this case broadcasting calls must
be simulated by repeated sending of the same information to the receivers.
As a result there arise high communication costs. To solve these problems
new solutions must be found. The following methods try to minimize the
communication costs.
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Fig. 3. Logically centralized lookup service with
several distinct transformation-servers

In short the following basic ideas can help to limit the data stream:

� Only those selective broadcasting calls are admitted which base on re-
ceiver lists de�ned by the sender

� Only event driven information transport is admitted.

A selective broadcasting call is an information ow to a certain receiver
group. In the presented solution the decision which information value a
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message represents for a receiver is left to the sender. This means that a
message will not be sent to all possible receivers and leaves it to them to
perform the selection regarding content or group speci�c aspects. (With
such a procedure the amount of data ow would not be reduced). Instead
of that the sender of a message prepares an associated receiver list. For
each restored relation a separate receiver list is associated. The receiver
list contains either the addresses of service users or all service interested re-

ceivers. If the addresses stored in the receiver lists contain the locations of
clients which already have used successfully a service, so this knowledge can
be applied in case of a deregistration of the server process. If a demanded
service could not be executed, this also can be stored as service demand or
service interest and furtheron be used for a future registration of a service
executing server process informing potential other interested stations about
the availability of the service. Additionally stored service interests can im-
plicitly inform about stations where further informations about the locations
of service ready server processes are available. So certain messages are only
sent to addresses for which the message contains processable informations.

By a second design criteria for the minimization of communication
amount must be de�ned which are the events relevant for messages. For
the developed system/client - initiated service interests and service prepara-
tions associated to such already formulated service interests are the two only
valuable events. Cyclic messages propagating the availability of registrated
service o�ers are not admitted.

In the named context both design criteria serve as integration supple-
ments to limit the data ow in the network. So the method of distributed
objects administration disposes of basic properties admitting its application
in big WAN with many connected computers. Such networks normally result
by the connection of LAN where the networking media are not prepared for
broadcasting calls.

5. Local Architecture

Figure 4 explains the architecture of the object manager realizing the
above demanded properties on the system design. The main part of the
object manager is a data base serving as a storage for relevant events in

the form of relations. Besides the relations describing registrated server
processes (identi�ers point to port numbers) and besides relations for the
identi�cation of distanced located execution addresses (identi�ers point to
service o�ering addresses), also port number bound identi�ers can point to
service demanding addresses and so-called not bound identi�ers can point
to addresses of interested instances. In this case the addresses of interested
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users describe the location of the clients which have already announced the
demand for a service indicated by the identi�er.

Fig. 4. Structure of the objectmanagement-daemon.
Remarks: Pm and Pn are server processes bound with
the local communication adresses p1, and p2.
RA : : : RD are network adresses of hosts A : : :D.
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